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Vision: Holistic self development and empowerment opportunities available to 

everyone globally 

Mission: We will disrupt the status quo by becoming the Amazon of the health and 

fitness industry. We are like the private-school system for your holistic wellness 

transformation. 
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER 

 
The FITPROSDAO and any associated tokens, NFT’s, blockchain assets, digital merchandise, 

or any other product (digital products) created by FitPros DAO are not intended to 

constitute, and shall not constitute, securities in any jurisdiction. This White Paper does not 

include a prospectus or offer document of any sort. The Available Information is not 

intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in 

any jurisdiction. FitPros DAO does not provide advice to purchase, sell, or otherwise 

transact with any of our aforementioned digital products. Likewise, the presentation, 

publication, or communication should not form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection 

with, any contract or investment decision. 

The prices of cryptographic tokens and NFT’s, in general, tend to be relatively volatile and 

can fluctuate significantly over short periods. The demand for and the corresponding 

market price of any FitPros DAO digital products may fluctuate significantly and rapidly in 

response to, among others, the following factors, some of which are beyond the control 

of FitPros DAO: 

● new technical innovations; 

● analysts’ speculations, recommendations, perceptions, or estimates of the Token’s market 

price or the Company’s financial and business performance; 

● changes in market valuations and token prices of entities with businesses similar to that of FPC 

that may be listed on the same cryptocurrency exchanges or markets as the Tokens; 

● announcements by the Company of significant events, for example, partnerships, 

sponsorships, or new product developments; 

● fluctuations in market prices and trading volume of cryptocurrencies on cryptocurrency 

exchanges or markets; 

● additions or departures of key personnel of the Company; 

● success or failure of the Company’s management in implementing business and growth 

strategies 

● changes in conditions affecting the blockchain or financial technology industry, the general 

economic conditions or market sentiments, or other events or factors. 



Purpose  Purpose - Our Why: 
 

Did you know that 30% of the world doesn't have access to clean water, 

and 60% of the global population is considered impoverished? That means 

they make less than 10$ a day.  By 2025 it is estimated that more than 40% 

of adults will be overweight 

 

FitPros DAO aims to disrupt the health and fitness industry, by tackling two 

of the most significant problems plaguing humanity. Misinformation 

surrounding general health and wellness and poverty/ malnutrition. 

 

We will help you turn wellness into wealth by becoming the first ever NFT 

to blend 1-on-1 personalized coaching with Defi and blockchain gaming. 

Each NFT will pay royalties to various charitable organizations focusing on 

the most at risk / impoverished locations and people. 

 

Put simply you get paid to get fit, which supports those who need it most 

 



 

ABSTRACT: tldr 
 

Kyzan Clanz is the first NFT project by FitPros DAO. It is also the first holistic wellness exercise to earn 

experience, that blends online digital training with 1-on-1 live personalized coaching and DeFi 

blockchain gaming. It is being built on the ETH layer 2 platform IMX.  At its core it's built to integrate 

with “Project Kyzen”, which is a one-of-a-kind 3D NFT avatar creation portal and an experiential game 

world created by Tom Bilyeu. Tom is the Co-Founder of Quest Nutrition, a company that grew by 

57,000% in the first three years and got ranked number two in the Inc. magazine 500 lists in 2014. 

 

The Kyzan Clanz experience will allow its users generate NFT’s and tokens  through proof of 

“wellness”. All that is required is a smart phone or a wearable fitness / activity tracker and 

commitment to be healthy and active. Users earn NFT’s and tokens by walking, logging meals, 

getting proper sleep, tracking their workouts, participating in 1-on-1 coaching sessions and other 

activities. Additionally, users can connect various devices to the app, like scales and other health 

monitoring devices. Earned NFT’s and tokens can be exchanged for personal training services, 

discounts, swapped with other clients and used in our partnered marketplace that will include 

products and services from various consumer facing brands and wellness companies. 

Kyzan Clanz will also help clients get recognized for their healthy behavior. Your NFT will help 

showcase your wellness efforts with a customizable / upgradeable dynamic NFT that you can 

share externally to social media channels and interact in various metaverse applications. 

Additionally we will have leaderboards highlighting users personal journeys and 

accomplishments. 

 

Additionally, Kyzan Clan token holders will be able to vote on future wellness provider categories 

to be added, additional trainers, wellness services, products, and for the charity of their choice. A 

portion of all purchased Kyzan Clanz NFT’s  will be donated to charity semiannually. 

 



How it works: 

 

  

How it works: 

1. Purchase a Kyzan Clan NFT and start your 30 day general wellness journey with our personalized 
training app 

2. Complete wellness objectives and choose your personal fitness goals for continued training 
3.  Select a longer duration of training and gain access to our activity tracking leader board and 1-

on-1 personal coaching options 
4. Acquire your new Kyzan Clanz NFT representative of your training style goals, lifestyle and 

questionnaire responses 
5. Continue training in various wellness areas like meditation, bio-hacking, nutrition, strength, 

speed etc 
6. Level up your NFT and unlock bonus token rewards, marketplace health and fitness items and 

extra access / content 
 

 

Join the Kyzan Clanz team: 

We are always looking for new team members who are passionate about helping others achieve their 

impossible and level up in life. If you have any experience in the below areas please reach out via any of 

our socials below. 

 

- Web Development    -     Discord Management 
- NFT Coding     -     Marketing 
- Full Stack Devs    -     Health and Fitness Coaching 
- Tokenomics     -     Administration 
-  



ROADMAP 

 

 

 

Social Channels 
 

🐤 Twitter: https://twitter.com/FitProsDAO 

🕸 Website: https://kyzanclanz.com 

💿 Discord: https://discord.gg/9R4rk2XaVS 

📞 Telegram: https://t.me/+fSA6eItDLtRjM2E1 

📽 Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIJ3-0t12OV4DLAOIrpvL_g 

📷 Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/KyzanClanz/ 
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